NEW INDIA - A SAFFRON COLOURED BALOON?
27th jan 2018
Crony Capitalism... I m sceptical about Jio replacing BSNL ever since it is launched... And PM
endorsement is kind of a confirmation to that.. Sad.. Since same is happening to many things
including national security... I fear that the name of India changes to Reliance... I hope it
doesn't happen in my lifetime... Uff...
https://thewire.in/218264/cic-pmo-rti-questions-reliance-jio-ad-modis-photograph/

18th jan 2018
The amount of discussion and deliberation on fast track basis that went into the film
Padmavati, I wish it was same for the condition of Poverty in the country. I wish Citizens,
karni sena (and the alikes), government and Supreme Court show the same concern and
work on poverty alleviation...on a fast track basis..
Having said it, I agree that freedom of expression in public, in art is crucial to democracy. So
yes, there should not have been so much fuss about P-vti, oh P-vat in first place.

11th jan 2018
My full support to the youth who are daring to get into social political activities. They are not
those parent-pampered secured-spoiled youth who are studying to just find a good job, go
abroad and marry rich. I think for tomorrow. I like to invest my energy on these young
leaders. I believe we must nurture them for the future.

31st dec 2017
Hopefully. But Claiming it already proves that in this government, the casteism and
communalism have increased besides increasing capitalism..
http://www.jantakareporter.com/india/new-india-will-free-poison-casteism-communalism-pmmodi/166849/

27th dec 2017
NEW INDIA Series Observations.. Constitution for BJP is now the main target...No Room for Secularism..

https://thewire.in/208017/dont-call-secular-identify-religion-caste-instead-bjp-minister-anantkumarhegde/

14th dec 2017
Voting Today!
I keep wondering why voting is constrained to a ONE DAY affair. Why can't it be a WEEK or a
MONTH thing or at the least 2-3 DATES options, so that people can go at their convenience to vote.
I've come across a number of situations where people are unable to vote such as,
- a colleague's mother expired today morning. obviously the entire family will be unable to go for
voting.
- my students are busy preparing for exam. some may go but it is likely that some chose not to go.
- i'm unwell and i would have preferred voting day before when I was doing good or may be a few days
later. i'll go but still a case.
- a friend has to travel for work so he cannot vote.
- a friend is even unable to go for voting since he is super busy today.
- and even a friend who is not in a mood today to go for voting just like that.
......and the situations can be aplenty.
Let there be a Start and Closing date for Voting and let people chose to go for voting at their convenience
and will. This will definitely increase the voting percentage. Indeed, the EC has to work on the
Safeguarding part of it. But C'mon! We are talking about Digitial India! Can we not Use it! Atleast for this
purpose, can we copy the West...

7th nov 2017
Sorry, I don't expect a PM of a country to use such cheap statements about anyone and anything
just for the sake of winning an election.
For what is aimed as 'Congress Free India' is alarming as the true manifestation of that sounds and
feels like 'No questions and opposition to the ruling party for what it does'. This is concerning since it
challenges the idea of a true democracy....
And for a second, if one imagines a Congress Free India, will other opposition parties be accepted?
And if it is going to be 'Opposition Party Free India', What does that mean...?

https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/himachal-pradesh-assembly-elections-2017-congress-liketermites-wipe-them-out-says-pm-narendra-odi-i-1771145

A QUESTION that is hovering in my mind for long time is whether a PM of the country should be
involved in the election campaigns when that person has vowed for being loyal and equal to the
entire populace (bharat ki 1.3 billion janta)? Since after holding that position, the person MUST BE a
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE and NOT a PARTY WORKER. This question also applies to the CMs.
Is this anywhere clearly laid out? Is there any provision in the constitution to question this?

7th oct 2017
Babas making Policy, Babas making Paisa, Babas making India. Babas are so busy, no wonder,
since other boys are busy making watsapp, Facebook, TV and BV. So is the new generation intellect
resource watching. If things go baba way, then God Save my Country.

27th sep 2017
New India.. Point to be noted. The GDP calculation method is changed making it look 5.7 which in
the old method is 3.7. The slow down of the economy is neither transient nor technical. Serious
concerns!

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/yashwant-sinha-arun-jaitley-gst-demonetisationnarendra-modi-economy-bjp-i-need-to-speak-up-now-4862716/

